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Abstract. Near-infrared spectroscopy �NIRS� can measure the product
of the optical path length and the concentration change in oxygenated
hemoglobin ��Coxy� �, deoxygenated hemoglobin ��Cdeoxy� �, and their
sum ��Ctotal� � in the human cerebral cortex, and it has been used for
noninvasive investigation of human brain functions. We evaluate the
within-subject reproducibility of the NIRS signals by repeated mea-
surement of the sensorimotor cortex in healthy adults taken over a
period of about 6 months using near-infrared �NIR� topography. The
maximum signal amplitudes and the location of activation centers are
compared between two sessions for each subject. The signal ampli-
tudes vary between sessions and no consistent tendency in the
changes is found among subjects. However, the distance between the
activation centers identified in two sessions is relatively small, within
20 mm on average across subjects, which is comparable to the small-
est distance between measurement positions in the NIR topography
�21 mm�. Moreover, within-subject comparisons of signal time
courses show high correlation coefficients ��0.8� between the two
sessions. This result, demonstrating a high within-subject reproduc-
ibility of the temporal information in NIRS signals, particularly con-
tributes to the development of a new application of NIRS. © 2006 Society
of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers. �DOI: 10.1117/1.2166632�
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1 Introduction

Near-infrared spectroscopy �NIRS� has been used for nonin-
vasive measurement of cortical functions by monitoring cere-
bral oxygenation changes.1–4 This technique provides the
product of the concentration change and the effective optical
path length for oxygenated hemoglobin ��Coxy� �, deoxygen-
ated hemoglobin ��Cdeoxy� �, and their sum ��Ctotal� � in the
cerebral cortex to assess the cortical activity. Note that the
absolute values of concentration changes in hemoglobin spe-
cies �oxygenated hemoglobin, deoxygenated hemoglobin, and
their sum, i.e., total hemoglobin� are not measured because an
accurate estimation of the optical path length in the activation
area is almost impossible with the current technique. While
methods to obtain absolute concentration changes multiplied
by the mean optical path length, which can be estimated using
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time-resolved measurement, have been suggested,5–7 it is in-
appropriate to use the mean path length as an alternative to
the effective path length in the activation region.8

Near-infrared �NIR� topography was developed as a non-
invasive modality for functional mapping with multiple mea-
surement positions.9–12 NIR topography has been widely
used13–21 because it is noninvasive, and measurements can be
taken with far fewer constraints imposed on the subject than
with other modalities, such as functional magnetic resonance
imaging �fMRI� and positron emission tomography �PET�.
These advantages are particularly useful for clinical
applications18,21,22 and for measuring infants and
children.13,14,19,23

Brain activity can also be investigated noninvasively by
using blood-oxygenation-level-dependent �BOLD� fMRI,
which exploits the difference between diamagnetic oxygen-
ated hemoglobin and paramagnetic deoxygenated hemoglo-
1083-3668/2006/11�1�/014021/8/$22.00 © 2006 SPIE
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bin, and NIR topography is a useful supplementary tool not
only for functional studies but also for physiological studies
because it can measure �Coxy� , �Cdeoxy� , and �Ctotal� . We think
the information provided by NIR topography is useful for
noninvasive assessments of the cerebral circulation and me-
tabolism and has clinical uses, such as monitoring the reha-
bilitation of stroke victims.

The quality of the NIRS signals ��Coxy� , �Cdeoxy� , and
�Ctotal� �, however, has not been fully explained and should be
clarified for finding appropriate applications of NIR topogra-
phy. We have been trying to evaluate the fundamental charac-
teristics of NIRS signals,24 but our efforts have been incom-
plete until now. In this paper, we evaluate the reproducibility
of NIRS signals with the aim of making NIR topography
more useful in the clinical assessment of cerebral circulation
and metabolism as well as in functional studies. Although we
have found atypical signal patterns for about 10% of subjects
during sensorimotor activation,24 here, we focus on the typical
activation patterns �positive �Coxy� , �Ctotal� , and negative
�Cdeoxy� �, which have been observed in most subjects, because
atypical patterns might depend on complex factors, and it is
difficult to determine whether or not they are reproduced at
this stage.

We examined within-subject reproducibility of NIRS sig-
nals due to sensorimotor activation during a finger-tapping
task. Sensorimotor activation has been investigated in a num-
ber of studies using PET �Refs. 25 and 26�, fMRI �Refs. 27
and 28�, and NIRS �Refs. 12, 24, 29, and 30�. Although the
reproducibility of PET and fMRI sensorimotor-activation sig-
nals has already been examined,31–33 there are few reports
related to the within-subject reproducibility of NIRS signals
measured at different times. In the work reported here, we
used a simple task to limit the number of cognitive process
that might affect the activation. To reduce the effects of ha-
bituation and learning, we let about 6 months elapse between
each subject’s first and second experimental session and did
not make the subject perform the experimental task during the
period between sessions. We also controlled other conditions
for each subject �e.g., the same examiner and the same experi-
ment place and time of day�. A portion of this study has al-
ready been reported in abstract form.34

2 Materials and Methods
2.1 Subjects
Seven healthy adults �two men and five women between 28
and 44 years old; mean age=35� participated in the experi-
ment. Each gave written informed consent after the nature of
the experimental procedures was explained before the experi-
ments. Six of the subjects showed right-handedness, and none
reported a history of neurological disorder.

2.2 NIR Topography Measurement
A multichannel NIR topography system �ETG-100: Hitachi
Medical Corporation, Japan�, which can take measurements at
24 positions, was used. The system delivers light beams with
780- and 830-nm wavelengths through an optical fiber to the
same position simultaneously. The scattered light was de-
tected every 100 ms using an avalanche photodiode �APD�

30 mm from the incident position through optical fibers. We
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regarded the midpoint of the source-detector distance as the
measurement position because that is where the NIR topogra-
phy system is most sensitive to changes in chromophore
concentration.35–37 Optical fibers carried the light from the
sources to the subject’s head and carried the scattered light
from the subject’s head to the APD. The average power of
each light source was 1.5 mW, and each source was modu-
lated at a different frequency to encode irradiated positions
and wavelengths. Ten irradiated positions and eight detection
positions were arranged to make 24 measurement positions
�Fig. 1�.

The measurement positions were determined manually for
each subject and were based on the international 10 to 20
system.38 We measured 60- �60-mm areas in the left and
right parietal areas centered on C3 and C4 �Fig. 1�. The 60-
�60-mm square was defined as the measurement area for
each hemisphere based on the arrangement of optical fibers
�irradiation and detection positions�. The centers of the bilat-
eral measurement areas were considered to correspond to each
primary sensorimotor area based on previous studies examin-
ing the relation between the international 10 to 20 locations
and the underlying cortical areas.39–41

2.3 Task Paradigm
The two experimental sessions for each subject were sepa-
rated by about 6 months—167±11 days �mean±SD�—and
two finger-tapping trials were conducted in each session �one
with the left hand and one with the right hand� �Fig. 2�. In
each trial, the fingers of one hand were repeatedly placed on
the tip of the thumb in the following order: forefinger–second
finger–third finger–little finger–third finger–second finger–
forefinger. The subjects were asked to repeat the tapping se-
quence at 3 Hz synchronized to the term “Finger tapping”
blinking on a CRT monitor. Each task period lasted for 30 s
and was followed by 30 s of rest �rest period�. Each trial
consisted of six rest periods and five task periods �Fig. 2�.

2.4 Data Analysis
We divided each trial into five 55-s “blocks.” A block con-
sisted of 5 s of the rest period before a task �pretask rest
period�, the 30-s task period, and 20 s of the rest period after
the task �posttask rest period�, as illustrated in Fig. 3. The data

Fig. 1 Arrangement of measurement positions in probe patterns over
left and right sensorimotor areas centered on locations C3 and C4,
respectively.
collected for each block, i.e., the detected temporal attenua-
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tion changes at each wavelength, were baseline-corrected us-
ing the data for the pre- and posttask rest periods. The prod-
ucts of the effective optical path length and the concentration
changes of the independent hemoglobin ��Coxy� and �Cdeoxy� �
were calculated by applying the modified Beer-Lambert law.12

The activation signals were statistically assessed. Assum-
ing that the hemodynamic time courses induced by the task
varied among the subjects, we defined a 25-s activation pe-
riod for each subject �see Fig. 3�. We used a within-subject
averaged time course over the five blocks to select the 25-s
activation period with the maximum absolute mean change
for each hemoglobin signal. The 25-s activation period was
allowed to shift from the initial 5 s after task onset to starting
15 s after task onset; the earliest period was from 5 s after
task onset to task completion, and the latest period was from
15 s after task onset to 10 s after task completion.

Using the mean changes in hemoglobin signals during the
pretask period and those during the activation period for each
block, we calculated the t value �paired t test� between the
mean hemoglobin changes in the pretask rest periods of five
blocks and those in the activation periods of the same five
blocks.24 We identified measurement positions with significant
t values �two-tailed t test, p�0.1� as activation points by
using the independent threshold �p�0.1� for each NIRS sig-
nal ��Coxy� , �Cdeoxy� , and �Ctotal� �. This statistical analysis was

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of measurement sequence �session and
trial�: R; rest period; T; task �finger-tapping� period. A finger-tapping
task using either the left or right hand was conducted in each trial. The
order of trials, right hand or left hand, was counterbalanced among
subjects, and the order was fixed in the second session for each
subject.

Fig. 3 Schematic diagram of analysis parameters for a block. Mean
values during 5 s of rest period before task �R� and 25 s of activation
period were used for statistical analysis. Note that activation period
can shift from 5 s after task onset to 10 s after task completion, de-

pending on the maximum absolute value for each case.
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designed to determine the consistency �reproducibility within
a session� of changes for the five activation periods. With this
analysis, system noise is not detected as an activation because
its statistical value does not reach the threshold unless similar
changes arise in every �or almost every� activation period. In
addition, using activation periods 25 s long reduces the pos-
sibility of misidentifying an increase or decrease due to spon-
taneous oscillations42 of 0.1 Hz. Moreover, a t test using the
mean value in the pretask rest period �5 s� and that in the
activation period �25 s� for each block reduces the effect of
high-frequency system noise.

Using the data for the activation points, we examined the
reproducibility of spatial information, signal amplitude, and
temporal information between sessions for each subject. The
spatial information was represented by that for the activation
center of the activation area. The coordinates of the activation
center �xc ,yc� were defined as

xc =
�i

xiai

�i
ai

, yc =
�i

yiai

�i
ai

, �1�

where �xi ,yi� denotes the coordinates of the i’th activation
point, and ai is the signal amplitude at the i’th activation
point. Note that the measurement positions with no significant
changes were not used in calculating the activation center. We
examined the reproducibility of spatial information by using
the distance between the activation centers identified in the
two sessions. The mean signal changes during the activation
periods and the time courses of the hemoglobin signals
��Coxy� , �Cdeoxy� , and �Ctotal� � were used as the respective re-
producibility indices for signal amplitude and temporal infor-
mation.

3 Results
3.1 General Aspects of Reproducibility

In the first session, every subject showed a positive �Coxy� , a
negative �Cdeoxy� , and a positive �Ctotal� in the hemisphere
contralateral to the tapping hand. Although the same patterns
in �Coxy� and �Cdeoxy� were reproduced in the second session
for every subject, for three subjects the �Ctotal� changes in one
hemisphere were not significant in the second session. In
these three cases, we could not derive the indices for the
activation center and so on because no activation point was
found there. Reproducibility was therefore further examined
using 14 data sets �two hemispheres�7 subjects� for �Coxy�
and �Cdeoxy� , and 11 data sets �14 minus the three exception
cases� for �Ctotal� .

3.2 Reproducibility of Spatial Information
Figure 4 shows representative activation maps for the left-
hand finger tapping for the two sessions of a subject. For both
sessions, similar patterns of activation �positive �Coxy� , nega-
tive �Cdeoxy� , and positive �Ctotal� � were observed in the hemi-
sphere contralateral to the tapping hand. By comparing the
activation locations between the two sessions, we found that
the activation center was reproduced within 16.0 ��Coxy� �,
18.6 ��Cdeoxy� �, and 16.0 mm ��Ctotal� � on average �Table 1�.

A one-way analysis of variance �ANOVA� for hemoglobin
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species was conducted using the between-sessions distances
of the activation centers. It showed no significant effect of
hemoglobin species on the activation center distances be-
tween sessions �F�2,36�=0.24, p=0.79�, which indicates
that the hemoglobin species does not affect spatial reproduc-
ibility.

3.3 Reproducibility of Signal Amplitude

The mean absolute values of �Coxy� , �Cdeoxy� , and �Ctotal� in
the activation periods were used as the signal amplitude for
each hemoglobin species. Averaged across subjects, they were
0.095±0.045 �mean±SD� mM mm for �Coxy� ,
0.044±0.018 mM mm for �Cdeoxy� , and
0.067±0.031 mM mm for �Ctotal� . We found a main effect of
hemoglobin species on the signal amplitude �F�2,78�

Fig. 4 Representative activation maps in two sessions during the left-
hand finger-tapping period. Limited positions with significant changes
�activation points� are shown in color with linear interpolation, and
other measurement positions with no significant change are equally
zeroed. Note that the activation centers �“+”� were calculated using
the raw coordinates of activation points weighted by the signal am-
plitude �distance between measurement positions �21 mm�.
Fig. 5 Signal amplitudes of each hemoglobin signal ��Coxy� ,
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=17.13, p�0.0001� by one-way ANOVA. A post hoc test
�Fisher’s protected least-squares difference �PLSD�� revealed
significant differences in every comparison �between �Coxy�
and �Cdeoxy� , p�0.0001; between �Coxy� and �Ctotal� , p
�0.005; and between �Cdeoxy� and �Ctotal� , p�0.05�.

The signal amplitudes of each hemoglobin species were
compared between sessions for each subject �Fig. 5�. The sig-
nal amplitude was variable within each subject, and no con-
sistent tendency was found across subjects. A one-way
ANOVA indicated no significant differences between the two
sessions ��Coxy� : F�1,26�=1.75, p=0.19; �Cdeoxy� : F�1,26�
=1.04, p=0.32; �Ctotal� : F�1,23�=0.15, p=0.90�, although
the amplitude of the �Coxy� signal tended to be slightly lower
in the second session �Fig. 5�. In percentage terms, the signal
amplitudes varied: on average, −18±31% �mean±SD� for
�Coxy� , −1±60% for �Cdeoxy� , and 9±45% for �Ctotal� .

3.4 Reproducibility of Temporal Information
We examined the reproducibility of temporal information by
comparing the time courses for the three activation signals
between the two sessions. As shown in Fig. 6, the time
courses for each signal were similar for each subject, with a
high correlation coefficient. The mean between-sessions cor-
relation coefficients for the activation point with the maxi-
mum signal amplitude are listed in Table 2.

4 Discussion
4.1 General Aspects of Reproducibility

The three cases that did not show significant �Ctotal� activation
in the second session could have been due to a slight differ-
ence in the ratio of �Coxy� to �Cdeoxy� . The ratio of �Coxy� to

Table 1 Mean distance of activation centers between two sessions.

�Coxy� �Cdeoxy� �Ctotal�

Mean distance±SD �mm� 16.0±12.1 18.6±12.0 16.0±9.1

SD is standard deviation.
�Cdeoxy� , and �Ctotal� � for each subject in two sessions.
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Fig. 6 Comparison of time courses in two sessions for either hemisphere of each subject. Time courses of �Coxy� , �Cdeoxy� , and �Ctotal� are shown in
left column, middle column, and right column, respectively. Measurement positions were 18 �first session�/18 �second session� �see Fig. 2� for
subjects 1, 3, 6, and 7, and 19/19 for subject 2, in left-hand finger-tapping session. Measurement positions were 9/10 and 6/9 for subjects 4 and
5, respectively, in right-hand finger-tapping session. Correlation coefficients �Pearson’s product-moment correlation coefficient� of time courses
were as follows: 0.955 ��Coxy� �, 0.911 ��Cdeoxy� �, and 0.945 ��Ctotal� � for subject 1; 0.975 ��Coxy� �, 0.935 ��Cdeoxy� �, and 0.966 ��Ctotal� � for subject 2;
0.950 ��Coxy� �, 0.956 ��Cdeoxy� �, and 0.886 ��Ctotal� � for subject 3; and 0.814 ��Coxy� �, 0.740 ��Cdeoxy� �, and 0.896 ��Ctotal� � for subject 4; 0.939
��Coxy� �, 0.846 ��Cdeoxy� �, and 0.880 ��Ctotal� � for subject 5; 0.951 ��Coxy� �, 0.785 ��Cdeoxy� �, and 0.84 ��Ctotal� � for subject 6; and 0.835 ��Coxy� �, 0.812
��C� �, and 0.835 ��C� � for subject 7.
deoxy total
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�Cdeoxy� was somewhat unstable between sessions even for
the same subject, and this instability sometimes kept the rest-
task differences from reaching the threshold of statistical sig-
nificance. This result is consistent with our previous study24

showing that, for measurements using 31 subjects, the prob-
ability of significant activation is less for �Ctotal� than for
�Coxy� . These findings suggest that we must analyze the vari-
ous relationships between �Coxy� and �Cdeoxy� before using
�Ctotal� to evaluate the activation amplitudes.

4.2 Reproducibility of Spatial Information
Each subject showed similar activation-map spatial patterns
between sessions. For each hemoglobin species, the activation
center locations determined in the two experimental sessions
were reproduced within 20 mm �Table 1�, which is compa-
rable to the minimum distance between measurement posi-
tions in NIR topography �21 mm�. The high reproducibility
of activation centers over time is consistent with the findings
of a previous PET study32 that showed consistent anatomical
locations of motor activation after 6 months, and of an fMRI
study31 that also showed small distances between the activa-
tion centers determined in experimental sessions separated by
30, 49, and 60 days. Although these previous studies showed
intersession gaps of millimeter order, their results are not
comparable with our NIR topography results because of the
difference in analytical methods and the spatial resolutions of
those methods. For example, the previous fMRI study used
1.17�1.17�1 mm voxels when identifying the coordinates
of the maximum peak in the activation area as the activation
center,31 while the current NIR topography used measurement
positions separated by 21 mm when identifying the activation
center.

In addition, we should keep in mind that the spatial differ-
ence between sessions included unavoidable errors caused by
the manual method for probe setting. The error in the manual
setting was roughly estimated by 10-times repeated setting of
the probe holder for one subject and marking of the measure-
ment position each time. We found that the difference among
the repeated settings was about 4.8±3.0 �mean±SD� mm.
This small difference can result in a maximum shift of the
activation center of 21 mm �the distance between measure-
ment positions� depending on the relationship between the
location of the activation area and the probe positions.35,37

Consequently, we can say that the spatial reproducibility of
the current NIR topography system is less than 20 mm after
6 months, including both physiological shifts and technical
artifacts. A more accurate method to place the measurement
probes, and a probe arrangement with higher density measure-
ment positions36,37 is necessary to distinguish the difference
caused by a technical artifact from an actual physiological

Table 2 Mean correlation coefficients �Pearson’s
courses of two sessions.

�

Mean correlation coefficient ±SD 0.877
shift of the activation centers.
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4.3 Reproducibility of Signal Amplitude

Our results showed that the mean �Coxy� amplitude was ap-
proximately twice the mean �Cdeoxy� amplitude, which is con-
sistent with the results of our previous studies.12,20

The differences in the signal amplitudes between sessions
within the same subject showed large variability �SD: 31, 60,
and 45% for �Coxy� , �Cdeoxy� , and �Ctotal� , respectively�. In
addition, we did not find significant consistency in the differ-
ence in signal amplitudes between the two sessions, indicating
that habituation has little effect on tasks repeated after
6 months. These results suggest variability of the signal am-
plitude in the NIR topography measurement.

The variability could reflect physiological phenomena
and/or technical artifacts. One possible physiological phe-
nomenon is the effect of the baseline differences. The exis-
tence of spontaneous oscillation in the hemoglobin oxygen-
ation state has been shown by NIRS studies of adults42 and
infants,19 and a difference in the baseline state could affect the
activation amplitude, as suggested in previous fMRI and PET
studies.43,44

Technical artifacts may result from small differences in
measurement positions. As already described, the measure-
ment position can vary about 4.8 mm on average due to
manual setting. The difference in measurement positions
could affect the signal amplitude, since the current method
has uneven spatial sensitivity due to the relationship between
the activation area �location and size� and the probe
positions.37 Although the tendency of a lower �Coxy� in the
second session might indicate a habituation effect similar to
the one shown in a previous fMRI study,31 where habituation
effects for sensorimotor activation were observed between
two sessions separated by 5 h and by 1 or 2 months, it would
be difficult to estimate the activation level by using the signal
amplitude in current NIRS systems.

4.4 Reproducibility of Temporal Information
We found high correlation coefficients for the time courses in
repeated sessions for the same subject �Fig. 6�. Although we
know of no other NIRS studies reporting such a similar time
course reproduced after more than a few days, our findings
could be important with regard to the development of new
NIRS applications in the clinical area. The qualitative charac-
teristics of the subject might be more clearly inferred from
temporal information, such as the time course of the activa-
tion, than from spatial information and amplitude information,
which vary with the experimental conditions. A recent study
used the characteristics of the NIRS time course ��Coxy� � to
assess patients exhibiting depression and schizophrenia.22

Moreover, examining the shape of the time course in the same

ct-moment correlation coefficient� between time

�Cdeoxy� �Ctotal�

5 0.843±0.074 0.844±0.125
produ

Coxy�

±0.13
subject can be used to evaluate the subject’s state, which
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would help in longitudinal studies as well as in monitoring
rehabilitation effects.

5 Conclusion
We used NIR topography to evaluate the within-subject repro-
ducibility of sensorimotor-activation NIRS signals in healthy
adults who were retested 6 months after their first session.
For all subjects, the activations of positive �Coxy� and nega-
tive �Cdeoxy� were reproduced in the hemisphere contralateral
to the tapping hand, but positive �Ctotal� was less reproducible
and did not reach the statistical threshold that depended on the
proportion of �Coxy� and �Cdeoxy� . This suggests the necessity
to examine the relationship between �Coxy� and �Cdeoxy� be-
fore using �Ctotal� as the activation index.

The activation center was reproduced within 20 mm on
average across subjects, suggesting fair reproducibility com-
parable to the minimum distance between measurement posi-
tions �21 mm� in NIR topography. The location of an activa-
tion center, however, can shift depending on the activation
area and probe locations. We thus must improve the accuracy
of the method used to place the measurement probes and to
develop a probe arrangement with higher density measure-
ment positions so that we can distinguish the difference
caused by technical artifacts from the actual physiological
change of the activation area.

The signal amplitudes varied within subjects between ses-
sions even though no consistent tendency in the changes was
found. This was possibly due to physiological conditions
and/or technical artifacts. A difference in the resting state due
to oscillation might be one of the reasons for a physiological
condition, and the small between-session differences in mea-
surement positions could be due to the same technical artifact
shifting the activation locations.

Finally, the signal time courses between sessions for each
subject showed high correlation, which is our most significant
finding. This time-course temporal information is particularly
useful for examining the qualitative characteristics both
within and across subjects and should enable the expansion of
NIRS applications.
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